U(l2) SYMMETRY AND WEAK INTERACTIONS
It has been proposed that the group U(12) may be useful in the study of dynamical symmetries of strong interactions .
In this note, we discuss some consequences of the assumption that weak interactions also might share symmetry "-/ 2) properties of the group U (12) . More specifically, we assume that the effective hadron currents associated with leptonic decay processes and the effective non-leptonio interactions each transform according to the 143 dimensional regular representation of the group U(12) .
(i) Serai-Leptonic Interactions
With the assumption that the hadron currents associated with leptonic decay processes are the vector and axial vector components of 14.3, the effective currents may be written in 4) the form ^J , ,v- (2) where \\ 1 ~fr> an<^-Sp are wea -k form factors with upper indices indicating the octet property of the currents and ^ -p'-p.
Our normalizations are such that G /J2~ = G and -5/3 0 /J~2* n-> p A n-> p = G . These form factors are explicitly calculated and n -»• p given iri the first paper in Ref. (l) . Table I Note that there should be no weak magnetism term in A -* P transition, as is seen from Table I, 
The form factors of fb~-» 3* + e + T> decay are calculated 8) with the normalisation siven by the Eqs. (3) and (4). Thus the leptonic decay mode Sb~-$ B° + e~ + % (or Ji7-» S° + jx~ + IL)
is completely determined in terms of octet baryon decays through the Eqa. (3), (4), (8) and (9).
The predictions for the weak currents based upon tJ (l2) symmetry, however, seem to be very similar to those in SU (6) since they both give the same relations for "allowed transitions".
( 
where the second term in the bracket proportional to (m'-raj/u, and the one forSh -* S'"+-T c~ arise from the "derivative" term I-"^."^^t in the Ml multiplet 10 '.
We note that the weaker form of the sum rule 2A( S~-* Afic") + A(A -J[_ (18) is satisfied, as it should be. Furthermore, if we assume m'=ra, then, there is no contribution for ^ -* 8^ + _8_ amplitudes from the derivative term and we find the same relation which results from SU (6) . tfe thick the following properties of Eqs. (15) - (24) However, if we were to neglect the second term in each bracket, these equations would be the same as the SU (6) 
